Richard Pousette-Dart: Beginnings
Richard Pousette-Dart: Beginnings is the first UK solo exhibition of the American artist Richard
Pousette-Dart (1916–1992). Pousette-Dart was a key figure in the Abstract Expressionist movement,
which transformed American art in the post-war years, working alongside contemporaries such as
Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman and Willem de Kooning. The exhibition includes
painting, sculpture, works on paper and photography, revealing Pousette-Dart’s significant
contribution to American abstraction, as demonstrated by his constant commitment to
experimentation and renewal.
Richard Pousette-Dart: Beginnings focuses largely on the formative stages of the artist’s career,
from the mid 1930s to early 1950s, which were not only key to the development of his own
practice but also saw his work have a huge influence on artists, in particular Jackson Pollock who
admired his early work. Many of the works illustrate Pousette-Dart’s interest in symbols,
spirituality and world art cultures. They also demonstrate Pousette-Dart’s process of building up
his work through multiple layers, often altering it numerous times through a process of continual
renewal.

Biography
Richard Pousette-Dart
was born in Minnesota
in 1916 and attended
Bard College for one
semester in 1935,
before independently
pursuing his career as an
artist in New York City.
He was one of the
youngest members of
‘The Irascibles’ – a group
of artists, led by Barnett
Newman, who
denounced the
Metropolitan Museum
of Art in an open letter of 1950 for its failure to recognise abstract art. The letter prompted the
now legendary photograph of the signatories, published in Life magazine a year later, that came
to define the leading figures in the first generation of Abstract Expressionism.
Pousette-Dart was one of the first among his peers to paint on a monumental scale, an approach
that was to become a hallmark of the New York School. Pousette-Dart met Jim Ede, creator of
Kettle’s Yard, in New York in 1940 and the pair began a long-lasting written correspondence,
where they shared thoughts on poetry, music, nature and other artists. Over 200 of these letters
survive, held between Kettle’s Yard and the Richard Pousette-Dart Foundation, and have
informed much of the new research for the exhibition.

Paintings and Abstraction
Over the twenty years shown in the exhibition, Pousette-Dart’s paintings move from a focus on a
few abstracted but recognisable organic forms to densely packed canvases full of images that appear
as shapes rather than separate forms.

Discussion - Untitled: Stand in front of one of the works entitled Untitled. What can you see? Can
you pick out any individual shapes and draw them? Do they remind you of anything?
What title would you give this work?

Photography

Discussion:
Richard Pousette-Dart experimented with photography, including with self-portraits. Look at the
photographic self-portraits in the exhibition. How do you think he was trying to present himself?

One of Pousette Dart’s approaches was to
superimpose multiple images on top of each
other, creating a sense of someone’s ‘presence’
without giving a clear image of their face. Have
you seen any other photographs online that give
a sense of someone’s character without showing
details of their face?

Comparing Photography and Paintings
Richard Pousette Dart’s photography and his paintings explore many similar elements, such as the
way line, form and light can convey spiritual and transcendent properties.
Can you find any paintings and photographs that have similarities between them?

Circles
Richard Pousette-Dart was fascinated with the shape of the circle, seeing it as a motif symbolising
spiritual transcendence and harmonies and divinity within the natural world.

How many different circles can you find in this exhibition?
Think about your usual day. How many different places do you see circles? How would those things
feel different if they were a different shape – such as a triangle, or a square? Use collage to bring
together images and paintings of all the different circles you see or use in a day.

Useful Links:
https://www.theartstory.org/artist-pousette-dart-richard.htm
http://www.artnet.com/artists/richard-pousette-dart/
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/richard-pousette-dart
https://hyperallergic.com/327699/eternal-returns-richard-pousette-dart/

